ANGEL LAPEL PIN
This pin is a recycle project using safety pins, but would be
just as appropriate for formal wear as for sportswear.
List of supplies and tools:
7 gold or silver safety pins #O
35 2 ½ mm pearls for skirt
6
5 mm pearls for separation of pins on skirt
1
7mm pearl for bodice
1
8mm pearl for head
20 gold or silver beads for wings and halo
beading wire 32 gauge
Metal Pin Back
Hot Glue and gun.
Beading tools are optional…beads can be strung with
the fingers for this project.
Start by threading 5 pearls (2 ½ mm) onto each safety pin. Use
the photos as a guide as you work. Cut one piece of beading wire
6 or 7 inches long and string the head ends of the pins on this wire
adding a 5mm pearl between each safety pin. Then take the
wire on each side, and thread it back through to the center pin.
Snug the pins up on the wire; then twist the wire at the back and
clip.
Cut another piece of wire about 12 inches long and thread
all 6 of the back of the safety pins onto the wire. Center them
on the wire, and then add the 7mm pearl (bodice) by threading
the ends of the wire through the bead from opposite sides.
Next, thread 7 gold or silver beads onto each end of the wire
and thread the wire back through the 7mm pearl. Pull up until the
wings form. Continue with the same wire and thread both ends up
through the 8mm pearl (head). Thread 6 gold or silver beads for
the halo on one end of the wire; then thread them on the other wire
in the opposite direction. Snug everything down until it is fairly tight
with the head resting on the bodice and the halo standing on edge
on the top of the head. Run the ends of the wire down through the
8mm bead, then twist them together, and clip them. Turn pin over
and hot glue the pin back in position. See last picture for
placement.

